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teachers. Its real significance lies of course in its dim prevision
of universal schooling at a time when there were absolutely
no means of obtaining adult teachers.
Teaching as a The monitorial system was in full swing in the
skiliedmcraft; elementary schools of England (the old British
the adolescent and National Schools) during the first half of
as teacher the nineteenth century. Its method involved
mechanical memorizing by means of endless
repetition in chorus. But, as our little systems do not cease to
be as soon as they have had their day, mechanical repetition
long outlasted the monitorial system. Fifty years after the
system apparently ceased to be, the wailing chorus of the
elementary school smote the ears of the passer-by. Our
immediate concern, however, is with the next step in the
evolution of a teaching profession on a national scale. The
first secretary of the first government department of education
in England, Sir James Kay-Shuttleworth, was wise enough to
see that the schools were losing the monitors just at the time
when they began to be useful, and he was energetic enough to
provide an effective remedy. Just as a boy might be appren-
ticed to a carpenter, or a girl to a dressmaker, why should not
a boy or girl of thirteen be apprenticed to the master or
mistress of a school, and learn the mystery and craft of school-
keeping? Thus arose that eminently practical, business-like
Victorian and English solution of the problem—the pupil-
teacher system, racy of the soil. The children of the country,
instead of being taught by children, were, during the rest of the
century, largely taught by adolescents, under the supervision
of a master or mistress. Teaching, at any rate in the public
elementary schools, was no longer anybody's job. It had
advanced to the dignity of a trade or skilled craft. It was
precisely comparable with joinery and millinery, and required
precisely the same kind of early training. At a time when
classes were large, and elementary education was mostly under-

